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A Programmer's Guide to Jini TechnologyApress, 2000
Jini is Sun's attempt to make transparent distriuted computing a reality. So  what does this mean? Imagine living in a world where you could move to a new  office in another country or check into a hotel and plug your notebook or PDA  directly into the network at that location. Your notebook would be immediately  recognized and have access to...
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Vehicle Dynamics: Theory and ApplicationSpringer, 2008
This text is for engineering students. It introduces the fundamental knowledge used in vehicle dynamics. This knowledge can be utilized to develop computer programs for analyzing the ride, handling, and optimization of road vehicles.

Vehicle dynamics has been in the engineering curriculum for more than a hundred years. Books on the...
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Multiple User Interfaces: Cross-Platform Applications and Context-Aware InterfacesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Today’s communication systems consist of a bewildering array of devices and technologies. Mobile phones, PDAs, personal computers, corporate servers, Internet sites, even wearable devices – all of these compete for our attention and require us to interact with them in different ways.
    A Multiple User Interface (MUI) helps with...
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Vehicle Crash MechanicsCRC Press, 2002
Governed by strict regulations and the intricate balance of complex interactions among variables, the application of mechanics to vehicle crashworthiness is not a simple task. It demands a solid understanding of the fundamentals, careful analysis, and practical knowledge of the tools and techniques of that analysis.  Vehicle Crash Mechanics sets...
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Mar-a-Lago: Inside the Gates of Power at Donald Trump's Presidential PalaceFlatiron Books, 2019

	
		Where Trump Learned to Rule

	
		To know Donald J. Trump it is best to start in his natural habitat: Palm Beach, Florida. It is here he learned the techniques that took him all the way to the White House. Painstakingly, over decades, he has created a world in this exclusive tropical enclave and favorite haunt of...
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The Motor Car: Past, Present and Future (Mechanical Engineering Series)Springer, 2014

	This book is an introduction to automotive engineering, to give freshmen ideas about this technology. The text is subdivided in parts that cover all facets of the automobile, including legal and economic aspects related to industry and products, product configuration and fabrication processes, historic evolution and future developments.
...
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The LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT 2.0 Discovery Book: A Beginner's Guide to Building and Programming RobotsNo Starch Press, 2010

	Discover the many features of the LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT 2.0 set. The LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT 2.0 Discovery Book is the complete, illustrated, beginner's guide to MINDSTORMS that you've been looking for.

	

	The crystal clear instructions in the Discovery Book will show you how to harness the capabilities of the...
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PMP Practice Questions Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 2)Que, 2004
Welcome to PMP Practice Questions Exam Cram 2! The aim of this book is solely to provide you with practice questions complete with answers and explanations that will help you learn, drill, and review for the PMP certification exam.

The PMP Practice Questions Exam Cram 2...
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Advanced Engineering DynamicsArnold, 1997
... essential reading for all those requiring a general understanding of the more advanced aspects of engineering dynamics.,Executive Engineer, -- Review    

       'Advanced Engineering Dynamics' bridges the gap between elementary dynamics and advanced specialist applications in engineering.

  It begins with a...
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Electric and Hybrid Vehicles: Design FundamentalsCRC Press, 2003
With advances driven by pressure from governments, environmental activists, and its associated industries, the subject of electric and hybrid vehicles is becoming increasingly important. Trends clearly suggest that we must educate the engineers of today and tomorrow in the technical details of these vehicles. While there are many books that...
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iPod & iTunes For Dummies (For Dummies)For Dummies, 2010

	Launched on October 23, 2001, the iPod has become the icon of the decade.
	You don’t need much imagination to see why. Imagine no longer needing
	to take CDs or DVDs with you when you travel — your favorite music and
	videos fit right in your pocket and you can leave your precious content library
	at home. With the iPhone and...
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Skeletal Trauma: Fractures, Dislocations, Ligamentous Injuries (2-Volume Set)Saunders, 2003


	The first edition of Skeletal Trauma: Fractures, Dislocations,

	Ligamentous Injuries was written between 1988 and 1991.

	This represented a unique window for the creation of this

	text, coinciding with the increased recognition of the

	special needs of trauma victims. By the mid-1980s, more

	than 500 regional trauma centers had...
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